Does Hugo like books?  
Yes, he does. He has a lot of them in his bookcase.

Why does Hugo go to the library?  
Because he needs more books. In the library he can find what he wants.

You can see Hugo coming from the library. He carries a huge pile.  
What kind of books does he take home? - Children’s books, references, fairy tales, love stories, detective novels.

Hugo is at home. There are rails on the floor. There are books on the floor too. What is he going to do?  
Hugo is playing with his toy train. There’s one engine and one wagon.

Where do the railway lines go? They go across Hugo’s room. They go through tunnels. What are the tunnels made of?  
The rails also climb mountains. What are the mountains made of?

How many passengers are there on the train? There is only one. It’s Ratty, Hugo’s best friend.  
Hugo is happy. Is Ratty happy too? Yes, of course he is. Because he can ride on a train.

Make questions:  
(The answer is YES or NO)

Hugo likes books.  
- Does Hugo like books?

You can see Hugo.  
- Can you see Hugo?

Ratty is happy too.  
- Is Ratty happy too?

He goes to the library.  
- Does he go to the library?

This is a love story.  
- Is it a love story?

The train goes through a tunnel.  
- Does the train go through a tunnel?

Hugo is playing with his toy train.  
- Is he playing with his toy train?

Hugo isn’t at home.  
- Is he at home?

He can ride on the train.  
- Can he ride on the train?

Hugo comes from the library.  
- Does he come from the library?